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Trail #48

Hares: Cream of Mushroom, Shitty Titty Gang
Bang & Just Jon
Where: Full Pint Wild Side Pub in Lawrenceville
- 5310 Butler St. Pittsburgh, PA 15201
Mushroom's first time haring since the
awesome 1st Anal Little Black Dress Run. There
aren't any hills in Larryville like Mt Washington
so this trail should be really flat. And, GLTR
willing, dry. So come to Full Pint in Lawrenceville
this Thursday to help break in the first time
hares Shitty Titty Gang Bang and Just Jon.

4/23/15

RUN #: 48
MILES: 3.5 miles

DATE: April 16, 2015
ATTENDANCE: 35 (25 M / 10 F)

START: Full Pint Wild Side Pub – Upper Lawrenceville
TEMPERATURE: 55 degrees F
HARES: Cream of Mushroom, Shitty Titty Gang Bang, Just Jon
Commemoratives:
Tags (10 trails & 1 hare): Gaygin’ Cajun
New Boots: Ivan, Jill
Hash Shit: Mushroom

The hares, Cream of Mushroom, Shitty Titty Gang Bang, and
Just Jon, enjoy a pint after trail

Announcements
 AGM – Save the Date - Saturday June 27
 HAPPY COATS! Talk to Defender or ManGurglar if
you’re interested.
 Future Hares - Please be sure to have food options
for after trail!


Pitts.hhh@gmail.com
Shanghiney at the first beer stop

To sign up for a trail, submit write-ups for the
newsletter, etc. please send us an email.

www.pitth3.com
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TRAIL REVIEW
As I stepped into Full Pint in Lawrenceville a wave of panic washed over me. I had left my headlamp at home and
there was no time to head home to pick it up, the bar was already filled to the brim with half-minds downing beers
and terrifying the locals; I was just going to have to go without it. I pushed my way up to the bar, ordered a beer,
and retreated to the window seat. Feeling somewhat less claustrophobic, I took out my attendance list and began
to collect hash cash while engaging in conversation with a small group of hashers who had migrated toward the
window to escape the growing horde at the bar. Finally the announcement was made for chalk talk and we spilled
out onto the sidewalk.
After some initial confusion we were off. Running through the familiar terrain of Lawrenceville my mind began to
race. “Will they will take us into the woods behind the Shop ‘n Save?” Nope. “Well surely we’ll climb the dilapidated
56th St. steps.” Wrong again. Luckily I did not act on these instincts, unlike Moon, ICP, and Porn Again Christian who
trekked through the woods after making a wrong turn, refusing the give up the high ground. Back on Butler Street,
we pounded pavement for what seemed like an eternity. I was beginning to wonder if the hares were planning to
run us straight down Route 8 to Morningside when, just before the 60th Street Bridge, the trail veered off into the
woods. Shiggy, sweet shiggy! Up a ravine, through mud and jaggers, all anxiety left me as I reveled in the magical
urban tree-covered hillsides. Trail then led us up to the edge of Stanton Heights where the first beer stop was held
at the house of Shitty Titty Gang Bang.
After enjoying beer and snacks, the pack left the beer stop. A bewildered driver attempting to get home slowly
followed the pack down a dead end street as the shouts of “car back” did little to move the horde from the path of
the automobile. The trail lead back into the woods as the road ended, but cries of “car back” continued followed by
the laughter of easily amused half-minds. We left the woods and continued on, up the 57th Street steps, past the
ever-present nebby locals standing in door frames wanting to know “what’re yinz doing?” As the sun began to set,
we came upon the beacon of Just Joe’s headlamp, directing the pack through a hole in the cemetery fence to the
second beer stop where beer and Old Bay seasoned chips awaited us.
A direct on-in brought us to the oft-used circle spot by the river. GLTR lead a short circle; the hares drank, Gaygin’
Cayjun finally came to a trail and received his tags, Mushroom got the Hash Shit for another week, and we were
finished and enjoying food at Dive by 9:45. Shit Trail.
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Song of the Week
IT’S A SMALL DICK
Melody - It's a Small World

College of Hashing
Join us now in the Phoenix University College of Hashing and
you will instantly be enrolled in our Free Online 3 credit
Haring 101 course.
Our Haring 101 course features guest speakers including:
Jesus serving up a lecture on The Golden Rule of Haring: Lay
unto others as you would enjoy running yourself. (Serving up
the fishes and loaves wouldn't hurt either.)
Mr. Rogers will provide clarity on The Difference between
Being Abusive and Providing a Challenging Trail. (Can you say
challenge? I knew you could.)

Well it isn't long and it isn't thick,
It gets hard too slow and it cums
too quick,
It gets lost in her twat,
But it's all that he's got,
It's a small, small, dick.
It's a small dick after all,
It's a small dick after all,
Always limp from alcohol,
It's a small, small, dick!

Willie Nelson on the Perils of Warm Beer. (Dude, you could
lay the most harshly discordant trail, have COLD beer, and
you'd still have some strings of harmony. On the other hand,
if you lay the finest orchestrated trail ever put to music, offer
your guests WARM beer, you will find that everyone will sing
you the Blues.)
The Easter Bunny on the Folly of Hiding Marks. Finding marks
shouldn't be like finding Easter Eggs. The hash is about
FOLLOWING the trail, not FINDING the trail.
Moses commanding, Virgins Shalt Not Lay with Other Virgins:
Woe be unto the Hash when two or more virgins lay together.
A pox upon our Hash House for not finding RESPONSIBLE
Mentors for our virgins.”
Helen Keller provides further insights on the importance of
good hashing mentors with The Color Blind Leading the Blind:
A retrospective on failed trails.
And Sister Mary Elephant with methodology for getting the
hash to SHUT THE FUCK UP!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aa3HXdqNWIM.

The pack heads up a ravine and into the woods
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